This paper presents a piecewise cubic approximation method with approximate G 1 continuity. For a given triangular mesh of points with arbitrary topology, one cubic triangular Bézier patch surface is constructed. The resulting surfaces have G 1 continuity at the vertex points, but only requires approximate G 1 continuity along the macro-patch boundaries so as to lower the patch degree. While our scheme cannot generate the surfaces in as high quality as Loop's sextic scheme, they are of half the polynomial degree, and of far better shape quality than the results of interpolating split domain schemes.
INTRODUCTION
In computer graphics applications, a surface is usually constructed from a given data set that represents more or less precisely the surface shape. Due to their elegant geometric properties, triangular Bézier patches are often used to interpolate or approximate a triangulated data mesh. The main difficulty to interpolate or approximate a given data mesh is how to satisfy the restrictions imposed on the control points to obtain surface patches that meet with a given order of continuity. In most cases, we want the surface patches to be visually smooth and meet with G 1 continuity.
In past work, different G 1 schemes using domain splits were devised to fit multiple patches (three or four) to each data triangle (Peters, 1990; Piper, 1987; Shirman and Séquin, 1991; Hahmann and Bonneau, 2003; Mann et al., 1992) . Since it is impossible to generated G 1 continuous surfaces on arbitrary data sets using cubic patches (Piper, 1987; Peters, 1990) , these schemes use at least quartic patches to guarantee G 1 continuity along the macro-patch boundaries. It was later shown that the results from these local interpolation schemes do not generate satisfactory shapes . Loop designed a scheme using sextic triangular Bézier patches in oneto-one correspondence with the data triangles (Loop, 1994) . In Loop's scheme, an approximation method using transformed data vertices was also presented to create smooth surfaces with high quality. In all these schemes, control points are set to meet the constraints required by G 1 continuity along the patch boundaries. The price to fulfil the G 1 constraints is that we have to use high degree (at least quartic) and/or multiple patches and possibly sacrifice shape quality.
Approximate G 1 continuity is a relaxation of G 1 continuity where patches meet C 0 but the discontinuity in the surface normals between adjacent patches is small. Previous work on approximate G 1 constructions includes parametric interpolation of positions, normals, and second fundamental forms at the data points (Mann, 1992) ; interpolations with cubic precision on positions and normals at the data points, both in the functional case (Liu and Mann, 2005) and the parametric case (Liu and Mann, 2007) . In this paper, the given data network is approximated by integrating techniques from Loop's scheme to construct the boundary curves (Loop, 1994) . For each data triangle, three cubic triangular patches are created to meet with C 1 continuity. As for the macro-boundaries, i.e., the boundaries between patches from different data triangles, since we only require approximate G 1 continuity, some discontinuity exists in the surface normals. To decrease this normal discontinuity, two neighbouring patches across the macro-patch boundaries are adjusted later to have equal normals at the middle point on the common boundary curve.
The remaining parts of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 reviews the G 1 continuity constraints; the details of our approximation is introduced in Section 3; in Section 4, we show some resulting surfaces, which we compare to surfaces generated by other G 1 schemes; conclusions and possible future work are presented in Section 5.
CONTINUITY CONSTRAINTS
A triangular Bézier patch of degree n is defined as
Here (u, v, w) are barycentric coordinates for the parameter; B n i jk (u, v, w) is the generalized Bernstein polynomial; P i jk are the control points of the patch. For two triangular patches to join each other with G 1 continuity, i.e., the tangent planes from the two adjacent patches are coplanar at any point along the boundary curve, certain constraints must be fulfilled. For a vertex V with valence n in our mesh, we number the surrounding patches F i , i = 0, . . . , n − 1, in anti-clockwise order. Figure 1 , right, shows a pair of neighbouring patches F i−1 and F i with common boundary H i , with their domain triangles appearing on the left of the figure. The parametric direction for the partial derivative along the common edge is defined from V to V i in the domain triangles.
In this paper, we focus on cubic Bézier patches to explore the G 1 continuity conditions. Two adjacent cubic patches F i and F i−1 with their control points are shown in Figure 2 . We define the following vectors:
with j = 0, 1, 2. Then for any given point along the boundary curve, the tangent planes calculated from the two patches are defined by vectors u, v and w, all of which are quadratic Bézier functions: If patches F i and F i−1 meet with G 1 continuity, they must share the control points of the common boundary H j i , j = 0, 1, 2, 3. Moreover, the two tangent planes at any boundary point should be coplanar, i.e., there exist scalar valued functions φ(t), µ(t) and ν(t) such that for any parameter value t, t ∈ [0, 1], we have
To guarantee the proper orientation of the tangents, assume µ(t)ν(t) ≥ 0. Since it is not guaranteed to create surface using cubic patches to have G 1 continuity (Piper, 1987; Peters, 1990) , all the existing G 1 schemes use at least quartic patches (Shirman and Séquin, 1991; Mann et al., 1992) For all the patches to meet with G 1 continuity at vertex V , the G 1 constraints of Equation 1 are applied to all boundaries originating from vertex V . Differentiating these equations and evaluate at vertex V results in a linear system. Solving this system is called the "twist compatibility" or "vertex consistency" problem, and it has been shown that this linear system may not have a solution (Watkins, 1988; Sarraga, 1988; Loop, 1994) . Even if there exists a G 1 solution by solving the twist compatibility problem, it is not clear that the resulting surface has a satisfactory shape.
In the past work, one approach to construct G 1 continuous surfaces is to perform a Clough-Tocher like domain split on each patch F i surrounding vertex V (Clough and Tocher, 1965) . At least quartic degree patches are used in a domain split method (Shirman and Séquin, 1991) . Alternatively, Loop invented a solution to solve the twist compatibility using one sextic patch for each data triangle (Loop, 1994) , with details introduced in Section 3.1.
Instead of using high degree patches to fulfil the G 1 constraints, we focus on using low degree (cubic) patches to create surfaces with approximate G 1 continuity. With the approximate G 1 method, we allow a small amount of normal discontinuity across the boundary curves. However, we still require G 1 continuity at the vertex points to keep the surface discontinuity going too high. Using the freedom provided by this relaxation, the goals of our method include:
• Use of cubic patches,
• Better shaped surfaces.
CUBIC APPROXIMATION
The goal of our work is to approximate the shape represented by a given data mesh as accurately as possible, but using lower degree patches than the G 1 schemes. We achieve this reduction in degree by only requiring approximate G 1 continuity along patch boundaries. In the cubic scheme we describe in this paper, we construct the surface by creating boundary curves for each edge of a data triangle, and then perform a Clough-Tocher like domain split on the cubic patch. After the interior of the patches is filled, we then do some adjustments to lower the normal discontinuity along the boundaries.
Loop's scheme
In Loop's scheme, boundary curves are constructed so that the solutions for the twist terms are guaranteed (Loop, 1994 ). Loop's sextic scheme has the following steps:
1. Construct quartic boundary curves.
2. Solve the twist terms.
3. Construct tangent fields along the boundaries.
4. Elevate the degree of the boundary curves to sextic.
5. Set the second row of control points in the sextic patch to interpolate the tangent fields.
6. Set the remaining center control point by averaging the control points from above steps.
When the valences of the three vertices of a data triangle are equal, the patch constructed by Loop's scheme is quintic; if the three valences are all six, then the patch degree reduces to quartic (Loop, 1994) . Our cubic scheme integrated the boundary tangents construction from the first step in Loop's scheme, but generating cubic boundary curves.
Figure 3: Construction of boundary curves.
Boundary Construction
For the edge between the vertex V and its neighbour V i , we use some ideas of Loop (Loop, 1994) to construct a cubic boundary curve H i , as illustrated in Figure 3 . Since the curve is cubic, there are four control points:
For the vertex V , the control points H 0 i and H 1 i are constructed as
Here n is the valence of the vertex V ; point A is the average of all neighbours of vertex V ; α and β are two shape parameters. When α = 1, the resulting surface interpolates the data vertices, shown as V i in Figure 3 . For α to be other values, the resulting surface approximates the given data mesh. Parameter β defines the length of the tangent vector at H 0 i . In our cubic approximation scheme, the α and β are set with an experimental value the same as in Loop's scheme:
With this α value, our scheme does not interpolate the given data vertices, but generating an surface approximating the shape of the given data mesh. The construction of control points H 0 i and H 1 i performs a first order Fourier transformation on all the neighbouring vertices of V (Loop, 1994; Davis, 1979) . If all the control points H 1 i are connected, they form a regular n-gon with H 0 i being the centre, as shown in the Figure 3 . Point H 0 i is the affine combination of the data vertex V and the average center of V 's neighbours, and all the boundary curves connecting V share the same position of point H 0 i . The other two control points H 2 i and H 3 i are calculated similarly with Equation 3, using the information of V i 's neighbours.
In Loop's scheme, quartic boundary curves have to be used to fulfil the strict G 1 continuity conditions, and later the patch degree is elevated to sextic for the same reason.
Patch Construction
Past work shows that it can be impossible to generate G 1 continuous surfaces using cubic patches (Piper, 1987; Peters, 1990) . When using approximate G 1 continuity, we found there was insufficient degrees of freedom if we only used one cubic patch per data triangle. In particular, with one cubic patch per face, since the center control point of this patch affects the normals along all three boundaries, it is difficulty to place this control point to yield surfaces with acceptable smoothness. To improve surface smoothness and still use cubics, we perform a Clough-Tocher like domain split (Clough and Tocher, 1965) to construct three micro-patches for each data triangle. We first construct one cubic patch for each data triangle, as shown on the left in Figure 4 . The boundaries of this initial patch are set with the methods described in Section 3.2. We set the center control point to be the weighted average of the other nine control points, using a method similar to the way introduced in one author's previous paper (Mann, 1999) .
We then subdivide the patch into three cubic patches (called micro patches), as shown in the right of Figure 4 . The subdivided control points are shown as small black dots in Figure 5 . The small white and the big white points are constructed as the gravity centre of the adjacent three control points, as in CloughTocher's scheme (Clough and Tocher, 1965; Farin, 1986; Mann, 1999) . After the split, the center control point of each micro-patch, shown as big black dots in Figure 5 : Control points construction. Figure 6 : Ratios of intersection. Figure 5 , only affects the continuity along the corresponding macro-patch boundary. The initial positions for these three points are set by local averaging. As shown in Figure 6 , The two pairs of side panels are set to be coplanar to have equal normals at end data points H 0 i and 
We set the initial position for point F 1 i and F 1 i−1 as
,
The two center control points across the macropatch boundary are then adjusted by adding an offset vector that is calculated with the method introduced in our previous paper. After the adjustments, the normal vectors of two patches at the middle boundary point is equal. Theoretically, we can adjust the center points to have equal normals at two or three points along the boundary, but that will make the scheme not stable. In all the examples shown in Section 4, all the surfaces by our scheme have equal normals only at one middle boundary points.
This cubic scheme is approximately G 1 along the macro-patch boundaries, although patches meet with G 1 continuity at the vertex points; the patches meet with C 1 continuity along the boundaries between two micro-patches; and the three micro-patches meet with C 2 at the split point, a result of the averaging in Step 3 of (Farin, 1986) .
RESULTS
We compared the resulting surfaces of our cubic scheme to those generated by Loop's scheme, with both the interpolation and the approximation results. Since Loop's scheme does not use the domain split method, we also generated surfaces on the same models using Shirman-Séquin's quartic scheme to make the comparison more comprehensive. ShirmanSéquin's scheme generates surfaces with data vertices interpolated, and it also performs a domain split similar to Clough-Tocher's (Shirman and Séquin, 1991) .
In Figure 7 , we show four surfaces fit to an icosahedron. The top left is Loop's interpolating surface; the bottom left is Loop's approximating surface; the top right is the quartic, G 1 scheme by ShirmanSéquin; the bottom right is our cubic, approximate G 1 scheme. Loop's approximate scheme has much better shape than his interpolating scheme; our cubic approximation scheme has similar shape to Loop's. The highest normal discontinuity is 0.48 degree on our cubic surface.
In Figure 8 , we show four surfaces fitted to the Stanford bunny model. The order of the schemes is the same as in Figure 7 . While the two interpolating schemes show numerous shape artifacts, both approximating schemes produce surfaces with far better shape quality. In this model, the highest normal discontinuity is 19.57 degree for our cubic surface. However, boundaries with high normal discontinuity angles (more than 10 degrees) account for about 0.8% of all boundary curves. While some artifacts are visible in our approximate G 1 scheme, we see substantial improvement over the similar interpolating scheme. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a cubic approximating scheme to generate surfaces characterizing the shape of given data mesh with low price. Although the normal discontinuities on the resulting surfaces are visible on some test models, the overall surface shape is good. Further, our scheme is only cubic and it will offer great advantage for easy implementation and stability.
In the future, we will do further analysis on the cross boundary discontinuity, and derive an upper bound for it. We will also look for methods to guarantee that the normal discontinuity does not exceed a specified bound. This will likely result in conditions similar to the vertex consistency conditions, but our expectation is that we will be able to trade patch shape for lower normal discontinuity.
